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The expanding universe activity 2 the signature of the stars worksheet answers

This activity is designed to help students gain a deeper understanding of cosmology. Students develop authentic models and gather evidence that supports Big Bang theory. These lessons use observation, interactive media, and scientific models. By completing this activity, students will: describe the
expansion of the Universe with models. explain and prepare examples of Cepheid variables and apply (redshift velocity) = (distance)*(Heating Hubble). provide proof of support for the Big Bang theory. National Science Education Standards Mathematics Education Materials and Scientific Background
Activities Technology 1: Exploring and determining Hubble Law. Activity 2: Create an expanded model of the universe. Activity 3: Analyze and explain what happens when using different measuring devices. Activity 4: Answer a summary of questions to better understand Habble Law. Activity 5: Create an
electronic report describing the Hubble Space Telescope's cosmological findings and explain how it relates to balloon activity. Activity 6: classroom debris. Learning Cycle Exploration Format Using graphs on the right, having students explore various axes and find clues to what graphs might mean. In
particular, the cloaty axis is the distance from our galaxy, Milky Way, to another galaxy. The vertical axis is the direction of the recession. Note how there is a clear proportion between the distance and the direction of the recession. This proportion is known as Hubble Law. The slope of this line, with the
dimensions of the distance direction, is called the Constant Hubble. Reverse Heaters then has a time dimension, and can be taken as an estimated age of the Universe. Back to Activity. The introduction of the Habble Law Concept states that the velocity of the remote galaxy recession is propaged by
distance from us. The speed of the galaxy recession was measured by checking the shift in line doppler in the flight spectrum from the galaxy. The distance to the galaxy is harder to measure, but can be estimated from the clear angle size or by the brightness of the object in it. Back to Activity. Student
sheet instructions 1. In this activity, you will create an expanded universe model. You need one balloon, a flexible metric payer and a paper band to run the measurements, copies of this page, and markers. 2. Use markers to make 10 - 15 dots on balloons and number 10 of them after balloons are
partially bloated. 3. Inflatable balloons with 4 medium breaths for about the size of your fist; don't expand balloons more! 4. Bend the tip of the balloon down and the paper clip so that no air escapes. 5. Record below what happens to the dot. Be very specific - use complete sentences. 6. Measure and
record the distance between the points one (dot your house) and dot neighbors with METRIC RULERs. Be careful not to look at the balloons by pressing on it. 7. Now measure and record the distance between the number one point (your home point) and another 10 points with paper bands. Note any
differences in two measurement techniques. 8. Double the size of the balloon by expanding it slowly; don't expand balloons more! Measure and record data from enlarged balloons using both tools. 9. Answer the summary of the question below. Back to Activity. Semi-Growing Early Distance Dot from Dot
#1 used an early distance payer from Dot #1 using The Difference 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 22 4 2 2 2 5 2 6 2 2 2 2 7 2 2 8 8 2 2 9 2 2 2 10 2 2 11 2 2 2 Final Distance Dot Completely From Dot #1 using final Distance ruler from Dot #1 using The Difference paper strip Change from Before To After 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 7 2 2 2 8 8 2 2 2 2 9 22 22 2 2 10 2 2 2 11 2 2 2 2 Summary Questions Back to Activities. A. If the dots represent galaxies, do they become larger as balloon balloons develop? Why do you think this is or not so? B. What relationships exist between the speed of
galaxies moving apart and their initial distance to each other? Name this Law. c. Which measurement tools are more accurate? Why? d. What is more difficult for astronomers to measure: Redshift galaxies (showing the velocity of the recession) or its distance from Earth? Why? Explain your answer. F.
Astronomers often use Cepheid variables to determine distance. What is the duration of this Cepheid variable in a galaxy called M101 (animated_gif and digital)? Explain how astronomers use Cepheid variables to determine distance. The Space Telescope Science Institute (STSci) Concept Application in
Baltimore maintains current information and press releases on discoveries from the Hubble Space Telescope. With partners, investigating one of the many cosmological findings from HST. Create an electronic report that describes HST findings and how it relates to your newly completed balloon activity.
Back to Activity. Cosmology is a search for its origins. It seems as if everyone wants to know how the Universe began. The Big Bang theory is the result of some important observations. In 1927, Edwin Hubble first observed that the light from the galaxy far moved red and the galaxy moved further and
away from us. Secondly, he determines that further from the galaxy is from us, the sooner it decreases than we are. If the Universe develops, then one can assume that the galaxy that composes our Universe is ever far closer together than they are now. By simply measuring the extent of the galaxy than
galaxies and how fast they move, we determine Hubble Constant (budget between 50 to 100 km/s km/s kiloparsec). It is very easy to determine the recession's terms of the galaxy; on the other hand, their current positions are difficult to measure. The distance to the galaxy is usually measured by finding a
Cepheid or supernovae variable star with known brightness. If we carry out the expansion process backwards, we get two results. The first is that it may take about 15 billion years for the Universe to grow to its present size. Second, the Universe must have begun its expansion in the awesome event that
astronomers call the Big Bang. There are four basic observations and inferences that show that the Big Bang of some types actually happened very long ago. Back to Activity. Observational Inference Almost all galaxies are moved red. Almost all galaxies move away from the Milky Way. The most remote
galaxy showcases the biggest red transition. The farthest galaxy is moving far fastest. The ratio of recession-to-distance reload is between 50 and 100 km/s per kiloparsec and is called Hubble Constant. The Universe has grown for 8 to 15 billion years. Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) found space
temperature between galaxies was not zero. The universe has not yet cooled off the rapid expansion of the Big Bang. What are some examples that indicate the difference between observation and inference? FFS - The fact for The Original Students of the universe remains one of the biggest questions in
science. The big bang theory puts its origin between 10 and 20 billion years ago, when the universe began in hot compact conditions; according to this theory, the universe has evolved ever since. Emissions Assessment and Absorption of Spectra Relief Spectra You have learned before about the atomic
structure. Electrons surrounding the atomic nuleus are arranged in a series of levels increasing More Information Chapter 5 Light and Articles: Reading Messages from The Interaction of Light Cosmos Messages and Interaction Things determines everything we see, including what we observe in the
Universe. What is light? More information What are The Stars? How do stars form? Stars are formed from dust and gas clouds, or nebulas, and go through different stages as they age. Star: a large celestial body consisting of gas and removing More information astro110-01 Lectures 15 Light and Things
(Cont d) 1 What have we learned? The three basic types of spectrum online emissions online absorption line Light tell us what are the more information Than the lowest energy to the highest energy, which follows correctly ordering different categories of electromagnetic radiation? From the lowest energy
to the highest energy, the following correctly More Information Lectures 15 Basic Physics Physics 120, 2015 North A. J. Wagner Cosmology State University, Fargo, ND 58108 Fargo, 20 October 2015 Overview History of our view of the universe The Big More information H9 Modeling Activities Universe
Grows H9 Level Grade: 8 12 Sources: This activity is produced by the Universe Forum at the Nasa Office of Space Science, along with their Structure and Evolution More Star information, Galaxy, Guided Reading and Research This Section explains how astronomers Use Target Reading Skills As you
read about evidence supporting More Spectra's information in Each Chemical Laboratory has a unique 'signature'' that can be revealed by analyzing the light it provides. This is done by spreading the light out into the rainbow of color. It may seem More Title Information: Spectral Analysis with DVD and CD
Author: Brendan Noon Date Created: Summer 2011 Subject: Physics/ Chemistry / Earth Science Level Grade: 9-12 Standard: Standard 1: Analysis, Inquiry, and Advanced Information Design EXAM #3. ANSWERS ASTR 1101-001, Spring 2008 Refers to Figure 1 when answering the first 7 questions of
this examination. 1. The series of electron transitions in energy-level diagrams for Hydrogen produce More information introduction to spectroscopy How do we know what stars or the Sun is made of? The light of the celestial object contains a lot of information hidden in the structure of the detailed color. In
this laboratory, we will separate More Information Name Date 30 GALAXY AND SECTION OF UNIVERSE 30.1 The Milky Way Galaxy In your textbook, read about discovering the Milky Way. (20 points) For each item in Column A, write a corresponding letter More information Astro 102 Test 5 Review
Spring 2016 See Old Test 4 #16-23, Test 5 #1-3, Old Final #1-14 Sec 14.5 Expanding The Universe Know: Doppler shifts, redshift, Hubble s Law, standard candlestick, Advanced Information Of The Universe Prof Jim Dunlop University of Edinburgh Cosmology: Structural &amp; Evolutionary Studies Cold
Observation Evidence for Universe Expansion More Information Lessons 202: DOPPLER Effects Doppler is another type of illusion that brings scientists Basic Questions Trying to give meticulous and reasonable Information Lectures 17: Dark Energy &amp; Big Bang Like all course materials (including
homework, exams), this lecture notes unpublished, Solutions? ~ 1998 astronomer More information Clickers The Cosmic Perspective Seventh Edition of Dark Matter, Dark Energy, and The Fate of Universe Doppler's displarship can be measured by a) visible light. b) radio waves. c) microwave. d) all
More Information 18.1 Unseen Influences in The Cosmos Chapter 18: Dark Things, Dark Energy, and Fate Our goal for learning: What do we mean by dark matter and dark energy? What we're More information 5. The nature of light light moves in a vacuum at 3.0. 10 8 m/s Light is one of the forms of
Continuous Radiation electromagnetic radiation: Based on the temperature of Wien s Law &amp; Stefan-Boltzmann Law Light has more physics information 221 Laboratory 14 Transformers &amp; Atomic Spectra Transformers Application Induction Point variable is to increase or decrease voltage. We will
investigate a simple changer comprising More Scientific Law information is something that has proved true. A. True B. Fake C. Only in experimental science. i&gt;clicker The fifth planet of the sun, the sixth planet and the seventh planet More information Knox Academy, Haddington Our Dynamic Universe
4. The theory of the Universe and the Big Bang 2014 Of our Dynamic Universe: Specifications of the Content Unit of the Therapeta Theory and the evolving Big Bang Theory... 2 Notes ... More Information The Origin and Evolution of the Universe 9.7 People have been wondering about the Universe for a
long time. They have asked questions like Where does the Universe come from? How big? What is more student summary student information using spectrographs from the Luxury Spectrograph lesson building to collect data on light sources. Using the data they collected, students were able to make
comparisons between More Information Measuring The Speed of Spiral Galaxy Rotation and Discovering UCIObs Dark Matter Activity 9 Grade Level: College Resources: Copyright (2009) by Rachel Kuzio de Naray &amp; Tammy Smecker-Hane. Contact tsmecker@uci.edu More Information 7: Light
Waves Isaac Newton (1643-1727) born in Galileo year died He discovered Gravity Law in 1665 He developed a Mechanical Law governing all motions to resolve More information Today Kirchoff Relief Law and Absorsion Spectra &amp; Composition 1 Three basic types of Continuous Spectra Spectrum
Intensity Line Absorption Line Absorption Line Spectrum Wavelength Spectra More information On How To Modern Dating Universe Martha P. Haynes Goldwin Smith Astronomy Professor Cornell University CAU Study Tour June 2014 What looks like Milky Way Disk Night, Our galaxy More information
On Physical World Lecture Properties 19 Big Bang Cosmology Arán García-Bellido 1 News Exam 2: you can do better! Presentation April 14: The life of a great physicist, a controlled combination of April 19: Nuclear power, More Information Mission 11 ALT Logbook Mission to Mars Spectroscopy You can
detect past water signs? Fingerprint Elements Worksheet 1 Name: Date: Known Emission Spectra Attracts the following spectrum of elements More Cosmological information: Is nature Ends? 1. Who was the first to point out that the Milky Way is not the only galaxy in the universe? a. Kepler b.b. c.
Newton d. Hubble e. Galileo Ans: d 2. Large bang Theory and More Information Using Photometric Data to Get HR Diagrams for Star Clusters In This Activity, we will investigate: 1. How to use photometric data for open clusters to get H-R Figure Pictures for stars and More Lecture Information Outlining
Chapter 26 Astronomy Today's 7th Edition chaisson / McMillan Chapter 26 Cosmology Unit Chapter 2 6 26.1 Universe on the Largest Scale of 26.2 Growing Universe 26.3 Fortunes Further Information Topics through Chapter 4 3.5 Doppler Effect: this is how we learned about the motion of objects in the

universe, discover external planets, black holes in the center of the galaxy, and the expansion of More Information Science Focus 9 Unit E Topic 1 Topic 3 Topics 4 Topics 5 Topics 7 Topics 7 Topics 8 Space Exploration Space Link : NASA For Our Eyes Only Frame Reference What Else Information
Name: Teacher: Pd. Date: STAAR Science Tutorial 30 TEK 8.8C: TEK electromagnetic waves 8.8C: Exploring how different wavelengths of electromagnetic spectrum such as light waves and radios are used for More Information What is the Digital Survey Sloan? In short, the Digital Sloan Sky Survey is
the most ambitious astronomical survey ever conducted. The survey will map a quarter of the entire sky in detail, determining More information AST1100 Lecture Note 3 Planet Extrasolar 1 Detecting an extrasolar planet Most star formation models tell us that planet formation is the same process. We
expect most stars to have a planet that publishes More Information Duration 14 Activity Solution: Energy in Nature 14.1 Earth-Sun System 1) Energy from the sun Observing Earth, Moon, and Sun models in the room. a) Imagine the distance between Earth Advanced Information Name of Work Class
Universe: 6 Grades PSI Science 1 4 2 5 6 3 7 Down: 1. Edwin found that the galaxy is spreading apart. 2. This theory explains how the Universe is beset. 3. All The More OVERVIEW Of Information More Than ever, Physics in the Twenty-First Century has become an example of international cooperation,
particularly in astronomy and cosmology. Astronomers work in some Assembly Information &amp; Use Instructions -- Stanford Spectrograph Instructions You need: Spectrograph Posters, grating discretions, NOTE adhesive tapes: Try not to touch grating material, because the oil on your Advanced
Information Chapter 12 Quizzes, Nov. 28, 2012, Astro 162, Section 41 Where in our Galaxy has a supermassive black hole (or galaxy) a) on the outer edge of the nuclear b bullge b) in nuleus X c) Further Information Doppler Effects &amp; Hubble Objectives Explain the Doppler Effect. Hubble discovery.
Explain the Hubble Act. Doppler Impression Doppler impression is is after Austrian biologist Kristian Further Information on Hydrogen Spectrum Readings: Chang, Chemistry 10th edition, pp. 8-87. Our goal will be to become commonplace with spectroscope grating surgery to determine wavelengths More
Class 1 Introduction information, History of Modern Astronomy Background Night Sky, Eclipse and Kepler Newtonian Gravity General Relativity Matter and Light Telescopes Class 2 Solar System More information Spectroscopy, Doppler Shift and Masses of Binary Stars Doppler Shift At each point the
transmitter is in the middle of a widespread circular wave of More information that MEMERHAT The Overall Picture of THE UNIVERSE: Galaxies are classified by their morphology. Objective: Learners will: classify 15 images of distant galaxies using the galaxy classification schedule; lakaran, classifying
More Cosmic Travel information: Teacher Package Compiled by: Morehead State University Star Theatre with help From Bethany DeMoss Content Schedule Content Schedule 1 Standard 2 Vocabulary 4 Size Further Information Energy Flow Than Manual Solar Student Manual to Accompany Software
for Introduction to Astronomy Gymnastics Document BC 5: Circ.Version 1.1.1 Gettysburg College Fizik Department, Gettysburg, Astrophysical Information Syllabus Center for Talented Youth Johns Hopkins University Text: Astronomy Today: Stars and Galaxies, Number II Author: Chaisson and Objective
Courses McMillan: The purpose of this course More information First Discovery Sloan Digital Sky Review began operating on June 8, 1998. Since then, SDSS scientists have worked hard to analyze the data and draw conclusions. This page describes seven further informations 8.1 Radio Release from
solar system objects 8.1.1 Moon and Terrestrial planets At wavelengths that appear all the releases seen from these objects are caused by light reflected from the sun. However, on radio More heat transfer information: Radiation name: RECAP: Diversion and Convection are two ways heat energy can be
moved. Diversion requires two materials in direct contact with each other to heat up More Spectral Anaylysis Forensic information: Heating the body! The study of triangles has been carried out since ancient times. Many early discoveries about triangles are still in use today. We'll only be concerned with
the correct Information Spectra Introduction Student Guide: In this makmal you will use a high quality spectrometer, created by Project STAR, to check the spectra of various light sources. The main goal is to properly practice The Ch 6 Proclamation: Light Waves and Telescopes and Wavelengths.. \..
\aTeach\PhET\wave-on-a-string_en.jar Wavelength, and Speed Waves and Waves are disturbances that move through the medium or through through Astronomical Information 110 Homework #05 Assigned: 02/13/2007 Due: 02/20/2007 Name: (Answer Key) Instructions: Listed below are twenty (20)
questions of various options based on material covered by lectures by lectures That's more information PTYS/ASTR 206 Section 2 Spring 2007 Homework #2 (Page 1/5) NAME: Primary Deadline: start of class 2/6/2007 5 additional credit pts if turned on before 9:00AM (early!) (To obtain additional credit,
assignments must Be More information 2.9 Doppler Effect So far, we have ignored the motion of both wave sources and any observers measuring waves. In effect, it has been assumed that both sources and observers are breaks by honoring More Newton's information motion law and gravity 1. Each
body persists in a rest state or uniform movement (continuous velocity) in a straight line unless acting by force. (The deeper statement of this law is that More Spectroscopy information in Astronomy: Emissions Spectra Equipment: (Shared among all laboratory groups) Blue Spectrometer (one for each
laboratory group) spectrum tube power supply (5000 cautious volts!) This will be established More Information Reading Quizzes Clickers Perspective Cosmic Seventh Edition And Things: Reading Messages from Cosmos 5.1 Light in Everyday Life How do we experience light? How does light and that
matter interact? More information CHAPTER 19 1 Star SECTION Stars, Galaxies, and The Universe BEFORE YOU READ After you read this section, you should be able to answer these questions: Why are the stars of different colors? How scientists Can Further Information Big bang, red shifts and
doppler effects of 73 minutes 73 mark Page of 26 Q. (a) Scientists have observed that the wavelength of light from a galaxy moving away from Earth is longer than expected. More information PHYS-2020: General Physics II Lecture Course Notes Section XI Dr. Donald G. Luttermoser East Tennessee
State University Edition 4.0 Abstract Note this class is designed for instructor use and Further Information H Monday 23 June 2014 Morning GCSE T PHYSICS FIRST CENTURY SCIENCE A/FURTHER SCIENCE SUPPLEMENTARY SCIENCE A183/02 P7 Module (High level) *3173627* Answers More
Calculator More information On Red Science Core Shift Homework Name Redhill School Q1. (a) Scientists have observed that the wavelength of light from galaxies moving away from Earth is longer than expected. What names are given More Electromagnetic Spectrum Information 1 Look around you.
What do you see? You might say people, tables and paperwork. What you really see is the bouncing light of people, tables, and paper. You can only view More objects Information name: Quiz name: Check f or Ate Test: 1. If we look into space and see the stars showing the blue transition, what does this
tell us about the star movement? T hey move away from Earth T hey move More Information Top 10 Discovery by ESO ESO The European Southern Observatory reached new heights in astronomy Exploring the Universe from the Atacama Desert, in Chile since the 1964 ESO was the most prolific
astronomy More background information: Absorption and Fluorescence of Light Light travel from here to there like a really fast bullet. When we see the light on, there is a light particle called a moving photo from More information California Standard Grade 912 Boardworks 2009 Science Contents
Standards Mapping Earth Sciences Earth Place Earth in The Universe 1. Astronomical and planet exploration reveals the structure of the solar system, More information measurements of Galactic Rotation Curve Nelson L. Christensen Carleton College physics and The Astronomical Department of One
North College Street Northfield, MN 55057 nchriste@carleton.edu Galactic Measurement More Cosmology Information - Our Universe Story Raghu Rangarajan Physical Research Laboratory Physical Research Ahmedabad What is Cosmology? Our universe studies today galaxies, clusters, superclusters
Understand the history of the past More information On How Astronomers Use Spectra to Learn About the Sun and Other Stars by Dr. Jeffrey W. Brosius About Cover: The cover shows five different pictures of the same star: Our Sun. Because your eyes can't Further Information 1 SPECTRA ATOM
Objective: To measure the wavelength of light that appears to be removed by atomic hydrogen and confirm the measured wavelength against those predicted by quantum theory. To identify more unknown information Why Dark Night Sky? The cosmological study of the universe as a brief history of
today's ideas (Early Greek Big Bang) Of the expanded universe (Hubble, Relativity, Density &amp; Destiny) Alternative Information Advanced Information 3-1. True or False: Different colors of light are waves with different amplitudes. a.) True b.) Fake X 3-2. True or False: Different colors of light are waves
with different wavelengths. a.) True X b.) More about Galaxy Evolution is a study of how galaxy forms and how they change over time. As it happens with us not being able to observe individual galaxies growing but we can see different galaxies at various stages More information Atoms Absorb &amp;
Emit Light Spectra Light Wavelength light that the elements that emit or absorb are his fingerprints. Atom of producing and absorbing first Test light is Thurs, Feb 1 st About 30 various question options More information federation Galaxy Explorers Space Science Once Upon A Big Bang Learning
Objective: 1. Describe how the universe was created using the Big Bang theory. 2. Understand how cosmic background exists Many information introduction: SPECTROSCOPY Laboratory EMISSIONs #4 The emissions spectrum is a set of light frequencies released by material after they are excited
about various forms of energy, most commonly heat or electricity. More information 1. A planet has been viewed from Earth for some The diagram below represents the appearance of the planet on four different occasions. 5. If the distance between Earth and the Sun is increased, More information
Cosmos Summer 2016 Pre-course Assessment Information To provide two graduate credits for the workshop, we need you to spend a few hours before arriving at Penn State. We encourage all Further Information Spectroscopy 1 aboratory 15: Spectroscopy A grating conflict delivery consists of a large
number of parallel lines taught on some of the glasses Lines ruled More Lecture Information 6 - Suppler transition relativistic light E. Daw April 4, 2011 1 Introduction Today we will study the effects of doppler, and in particular the redshift of light released by sources removed from The Purpose of More
Information to be familiar with using spectrophotometer and gaining an understanding of Beer's law and it's Introduction of Scientists using many methods to determine More information Telescope Radio Mild 2 Lab Doppler Effect 2- Doppler Effect Note: It is recommended that you complete Laboratory 1
before doing this laboratory. This lab helps meet the following N.C. Competency goals: More information Q. Table provides data on two types of low energy bulbs. Types of bulb power input in watt Lifetime Efficiency in hours Cost per bulb Fluescent Compact Light (CFL) Diod Escort Light (LED) 8 0%
More Information How Does E-M Radiation Be Produced? 1. Accelerate the particles that are inflicted back and forth as they do on radio stations. 2. All solids or liquids with temperatures above Absolute Zero remove E-M rays. Absolute Advanced Information Electromagnetic and Physics Atomic
Properties Electron Property, Proton, and Neutron (Main Constituents of Common Matter) Electron Mass has a mass of 9.11 10-31 kg. Proton Mass More Information Lecture 8: The Spectrum of Information Radiation contained in the light we receive is not affected by the distance of information still intact
as long as the light does not run into something along the way Since More Information 1 Candidate should be able to : CONTENT OF THE UNIVERSE Describes the main contents of the universe, including stars, galaxies and radiation. Describe the solar system in terms of Sun, planet, More information
CHAPTER 2 4 Formation of Sections of the Star Universe, Galaxy, and Universe BEFORE YOU READ After you read this section, you should be able to answer these questions: What is the theory of the big bang? How To Learn More Astronomy &amp; Physics Resources for Secondary School Teachers
&amp; High Gillian Wilson gillianw/k12 A cosmologist.... astronomers studying the formation and evolution of more information The Milky Way Galaxy Our Home Away From Home Lectures 23-1 Galaxy Group star called Our star, the Sun, belongs to a system called the Milky Way Galaxy The Milky Way
can be seen as the band More Physical Information Unit: G484: The Newtonian World 1(a) State Newton's second law of movement. The resulting power of the object is based on the level of change in the momentum of the object Partly (a) candidate More information Lecture 13 Telescopes and Optics
Effects Doppler Reprise Luminosity and Brightness Summary: Light Telescope: sensitivity Feb 15, 2006 Astro 100 Syarahan 13 1 Doppler Effect Again
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